
 

 

 

LADIES’ SIZING AND TRY-ON SELECTION EXPLAINED  

The two screenshots below provide a small sample of the Ladies’ sizing format for Jackets and Trousers.  Skirts follow 

the same format as Trousers.  You can see that the Ladies’ size # is made up of two numbers.   

The first number XX / is the (centimeter) Euro size which represents the ½ Chest for Jackets, and the ½ Waist for 
Trousers and Skirts.  The second number / XX represents the US Ladies’ size number, like you’d find in most ladies’ 
wear stores in the USA.  

 

 

 

 

 

If you have already been selling our men’s products, or any European-inspired men’s products that are sized using 

the metric system, you should be familiar with the ½ Chest measurement used for the jacket size.  However, with 

men’s sizing, the Euro size number for the Jacket (eg. 50) is the same size number used for the Trouser (50).   

With our Ladies’ program, the Euro size number does NOT match for the Jacket and Trouser.  The US Ladies’ size 

number is the one you should use to match Jackets to Trousers / Skirts.  In the example above, Jacket size 50/10 is 

the mate to Trouser size 42/10. 

Jacket size 50/10 is made to fit a woman whose Chest measurement is 100 centimeters over the LARGEST area of her 

breast.  The closest inch conversion for 100cm is rounded to 39 inches.  This number is NOT the same as a bra size 

number, since bra sizes are measured around the torso just under the breast.  So when choosing a try-on jacket, start 

with the size that is the closest match to their Chest measurement over the breast. 

Trouser size 42/10 is made to fit a woman whose Waist measurement is 84cm.  The exception here is that if a woman 

has a relatively large or small hip measurement compared to their waist you may need to size up or down to achieve 

a good fit around the hips.  It is much easier to make large adjustments to a trouser’s waist than it is to adjust the 

seat.  So you should always govern your try-on size choice based on fitting the seat.  See the next page for more info. 



 

 

 

The screenshot below is from the Trouser size chart in INCHES.  Note that size 38/6 has a ½ Waist of 15” and a ½ Seat 

of 19 ¼.  This is a difference of 4 ¼” on the half, or 8 ½” as a full measurement.  For simplicity let’s round 8 ½” down 

to 8”. 

 

This means that an ideal pair of waist/seat measurements for size 6 would be a 30” waist and 38” seat.  Before 

choosing a try-on Trouser for your client, take their waist and seat measurement.  If the difference between the two 

measurements is greater than 9 inches, you should choose the next size up from their waist size.  If the difference is 

less than 7 inches, you should choose the next size down from their waist size. 

 

Conclusion 

If you have only been selling menswear before working with our ladies’ program, the most important thing to know 

about fitting women is that they generally prefer their clothes to fit closer to their body than most men.  Our 

patterns have been designed with this in mind. 

The US Ladies’ sizes are not based on any specific ladieswear brands or standards.  Most women will be used to 

buying a certain size from one brand, and another size in others.  It should not be surprising to you if the size that 

works for your client in our program will be different than what they may claim they wear in most other brands.   

There are no ‘vanity sizing’ techniques implemented with our size chart.  The sizes are based on true body 

measurements.  Please keep this in mind if you happen to be discussing our size numbers with your clients when 

doing fittings. 

Sell Well ! 
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